Compact portable inspection unit composed by an electric winch, camera and controller. The MIS series can be used with Inspectam LX for general inspections or Inspectam R Dual if more detailed survey about the wall of the borehole or well is necessary.

**FEATURES**

Cameras: Inspectam R Dual / LX / L
- 4 wheeled cart: yes (W suffix)
- Powder painted plate: yes
- Aluminium plate (optional): yes (A suffix)
- Cable (strength 500 kg): 330 m
- Supply 230V or 120V: choose
- Supply 12V (Inverter): option
- Variable speed motor: yes
- Wind level: automatic
- Max speed m/min: 20
- Emergency crank: yes

**CONTROLLER**

- Attached to the winch: C suffix
- Impact resistant case: P suffix
- Cable counter: yes
- Sun readable 17" LCD: yes
- Mini DVR SD card: yes
- Laptop* as DVR: option

*Not included.

**OPTIONALS:**

- GPS coordinates overlay for all models.